Purpose: Analyze a reliability model Special math needed for explanations: Probability. Special math needed to use results: None. Results useful to: Computer designers and reliability analysts.
INTRODUCTION
In embedded computer systems, the computer is a part of a larger system such as an automated manufacturing system, a robot, or a defense system. The computer usually provides control functions and must operate in real-time to cope with deadlines. Typically, it executes an infinite loop in which it first reads the sensor values, then spends time Tp to compute or plan a response, and time T, to execute the response. The reliability of an embedded computer system during time t can be determined by viewing it as a series connection of statistically independent hardware and software components, so that:
Pr { mission accomplished I Tp = tp, T, = t,} = l o l o dF(t,,t,).
Notation F joint Cdf of the time to compute and execute the response; it depends on both the hardware and software parts of the system.
The integrand in (2) can be expressed as:
Hardware failures are due to many things such as wear and tear on components, while software failures are due to:
residual faults in the program use of suboptimal algorithms, such as heuristics failure to meet real-time constraints.
We make the following general assumptions concerning the reliability of an embedded computer system.
Mission time.
The mission time is Tp + T,; the longer it is, the more likely that the software or the hardware will fail. Tp & T, are inversely correlated, since generally the more time spent in planning (computing a response) the more likely that the strategy is optimal, and vice versa.
2. Hardware-component reliability. Hardware components have a variety of failure modes & mechanisms, at least some of which can be affected by the software, eg, imposing excessive "stress" on some hardware components. When software affects the reliability of hardware components, then software & hardware failures are only conditionally statistically independent.
3. Hardware-system reliability. The software can affect the form of Rhardware ( t ) . For example, consider a 2-component hardware system. One plan might require that both components be active in order to react to the sensor inputs, while another plan might require only one component to be active. When software affects the reliability of hardware in this way, then software & hardware failures are only conditionally statistically independent. 4. Residual software .faults. If software is not modified, its failure rate due to faults that remain undetected is constant.
5. Intrinsic sofrware faults. Such faults, if any, are due to fundamental limitations of the algorithm used in the software. For example, the use of heuristics can result in occasional failures even though the algorithm is devoid of any residual faults. This is modeled by the Pr{algorithm works correctly during planning time}.
However, a more appropriate reliability measure is the probability that the system accomplishes its mission:
Pr {mission accomplished} 6 . Failures due to real-time constraints. In embedded computer systems, the environment can change dynamically. Hence, if the planning time is too long then, when the response is executed, the environment might have changed too much for the response to have any effect. These failures are often characterized by the inability of the system to meet real-time constraints. This is modeled by the Pr(p1an is correct for sensor readings during the planning & execution times I plan is based on observations at time O}.
All 6 elements can be combined to yield:
Pr {mission succeeds} Example 1 illustrates the effect of mission time on the system reliability while example 2 considers failures due to the use of heuristics.
Section 3 illustrates the tradeoff between the response computation time and the response execution time for some search procedures in real-time situations and identifies conditions under which a non-optimal search strategy can provide a better system reliability than an optimal strategy. Other, standard notation is given in "Information for Readers & Authors" at the rear of each issue.
SEARCH HEURISTICS
In this paper we focus on the application of some artificialintelligence search strategies for fault-tolerant process-control systems and address the design tradeoff in the optimality of search strategies vs the satisfaction of real-time constraints.
f e ( f ) , Fe(t) pdf, Cdf of te Detailed Assumptions 1. Hardware-system failure is statistically independent of software; this allows us to replace Rh,gen by Rh, the effective hardware reliability.
2.
In all the examples, Rh = exp ( -A h t ) , for simplicity and tractability. Same as example 1, except: To obtain a closed-form solution, make the additional simplistic assumption of constant hardware-failure rate. Then (8) becomes:
Pr{Search procedure terminates and the system is alive} Thus for this simplistic case, the reliability of the Generate & Test search procedure is good when the hardware failure rate is small and is poor when the hardware failure rate is largea reasonable result. Same as example 2, except: To obtain a closed-form solution, make the additional simplistic assumption of constant hardware-failure rate. ThenPr { system completes the search successfully} = When h is the uniform distribution over ( 2bd12,bd), then (1 1) becomes:
The optimal value of d can be obtained by solving:
Example 2"
Same as example 2 except: Examine each node up to depth d without using any heuristics. Thus, r = 1, and the system reliability is:
The optimal value of d is obtained by solving:
The optimal value of d (for this example 2 I ' ) is independent of the maximum depth of the tree D ( 1 I d I D). Compare this with the heuristic search (example 2'); there is a value of r below which a complete search results in a more reliable system.
REAL-TIME CONSTRAINTS
In section 2 we assumed that the system state does not change while the response is being computed. While this is sometimes true such as playing chess, it is not true for real-time systems. Nonnally, in real-time processcontrol systems, there is a stringent real-time constraint which must be satisfied. When a real-time situation arises, there is a response computation period in which an optimal or a near-optimal strategy must be formulated. This period is followed by a response execution time which activates the underlying hardware mechanisms and carries out the strategy. Very frequently, if the system spends too much time in the response computation period for formulating an optimal strategy, then there is a high risk that the response is not completed within the real-time constraint -since there is not enough time left for response execution. On the other hand, if a non-optmal strategy is selected in order to meet the real-time constraint, the reliability of the resulting strategy might not be acceptable due to the poor hardware reliability associated with the strategy selection. Thus, there is a tradeoff between response computation-time and response execution-time under a real-time situation. This section illustrates this tradeoff by investigating some artificial-intelligence search procedures. Specifically, we investigate the use of A * , which is known to be optimal [3], with some other search heuristics which, we show, can provide a better system reliability (hardware & software) under certain conditions. Our intention is not to explore findings of heuristics which would lead to better real-time performance of search procedures [4]; rather, we are interested in identifying the conditions under which a search strategy can provide a better systemreliability over the others. We restrict our analysis to a very simple problem-space so as to obtain tractable results. timal when its admissibility condition is satisfied. That is, it is guaranteed that A* always finds a minimal cost (optimal) path to a goal when h (n) I h* (n) for all nodes n. However, in real situations, it is not practical to rely on the statement, "a heuristic always satisfies the inequality condition", other than
Unique Solution Path
for trivial cases such as h ( n ) = 0.
Pohl [6] has analyzed the worst case for A* when -
In the problem space of infinite binary trees with unit cost on all the arcs of the search graph, Pohl concluded that, in the worst case, k2' + 1 nodes have to be visited before the unique goal node, which resides at level k of the tree, can be located. When this result is compared with the worst case of other search strategies (eg, pure Branch & Bound) which requires 2k+' -1, we can perform a worst case tradeoff analysis for the two search strategies as follows.
In the infinite binary-tree problem-space when A* is used to search for the solution path, tp = (k2' + 1 )Tin the worst case. The f, ( t, I planning method) can be any probability function obtained from a large representative sample of problem instances pertaining to a system. 
Notation

K,
a constant C cost of the solution path obtained using the given planning method.
The worst-case system reliability for A* occurs for Tp = T(k2'
The interpretation of (21) is intuitively clearin order for A* to satisfy the real-time constraint, tR. On the other hand, if the pure Branch & Bound heuristic is used to guide the search, then in the worst case the real-time constraint is met when -
(23)
The system reliability is: exp[ -Ah ( 2k+'T -T + K,C)] when the inequality is true.
From this example 3 ' we see that strategies that do not use heuristic functions are not necessarily worse than those that use heuristics -especially if certain information is given a priori. For example, if the depth of the unique goal state is known, then (23) can be used as a criterion for using the pure Branch & Bound heuristic to enhance the reliability of the system. This is particularly important when the heuristic error, E , is unknown.
Multiple Solution Paths
In section 3.1, we assumed that there is a unique solution path. Here, we consider the possibility of multiple paths, all of which could lead to the same goal state. Certainly, of these multiple solution paths, some are optimal whereas others are not. Therefore, there is a difference in the quality of the solution. Generally, the more time one invests in finding a solution, the more likely that solution is close to optimal. However, investing more time might not be permitted in real-time and a near-optimal solution might be desired as a compromise between the real-time constraint and the maximum system-reliability .
This section illustrates this compromise by comparing two search strategies using two heuristics: A* and hill-climbing [8]. A* is well known in the domain of artificial-intelligence search. Hill-climbing represents an extreme case where search efficiency, rather than solution quality as used in A * , is used to guide the search for a solution path.
Assumptions for Hill Climbing 1. The search space is an infinite binary tree (as in the analysis in section 3.1).
2. Arcs no longer have the same weight. 3. Unlike A*, which uses arc weight as the search heuristic, hill climbing uses the remaining number of nodes to guide the search for a solution path.
4. To obtain maximum search efficiency at the expense of solution quality, the search is streamlined from level to level without checking whether there are other nodes at the same level that may lead to a more optimal solution path.
5 . To ensure that there is at least one solutiona. All leaf nodes are solution nodes b. The search tree has the monotonic and admissible property [41:
h ( n ) I h ( n ' ) + C ( n , n ' ) (25) Notation n' C ( n , n ' ) actual distance between n and n' k any successor node of n depth of an optimal solution-path in the tree.
Assumptions for A*
[same as Hill Climbing assumptions 1,2 and 51
Thus, C ( n , n ' ) = 1 forhillclimbingandC(n,n')' > OforA*. If the real-time constraint can be satisfied for both A* and hill climbing, ie, for all j , S j ( A * ) = Sj(hc) = 1, then A* will have a better system reliability than that obtained from hill climbing, ie,
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